Wait 16 beats – start dancing after “Huh”

**PART A**
Jump Chug Basic
Eric
Dragger
Double Basic
Joey (fwd)
Triple (back)
Basic Confusion Rock

**PART B**
Simone Travel (turn ½ left)
Simone Travel Huh (turn ½ left)

**CHORUS**
2 Ohios (left & right)
Swing Basic
8-count Roundout Huh

**PART C**
Waterloo (turn ¼ left)
Kangaroo
Triple (turn ¾ right)
Repeat all steps to front

**PART B**
Simone Travel (turn ½ left)
Simone Travel Huh (turn ½ left)

**CHORUS**
2 Ohios (left & right)
Swing Basic
8-count Roundout Huh

**PART C**
Waterloo (turn ¼ left)
Kangaroo
Triple (turn ¾ right)
Waterloo (turn ¼ left)
Kangaroo
Triple Huh (turn ¾ right)
STEPS TO "NO EXCUSES"

Jump Chug Basic
Jump(turn ½ left) Ball/Heel (turn ½ right) Slide/Chug DS RS
BOTH L / R L / R R R LR

Eric
DS DT Rock Heel RS
L R R L RL

Dragger
DS Drag RS Drag RS Double Basic DS DS RS
R R LR R LR (3 beats) L R LR

Joey (moving fwd)
DT Ball Ball(xb) Ball Ball(os) Ball(xb) Ball Step
L L R L R L R L

Triple (moving back)
DS DS DS RS
R R R LR

Basic Confusion Rock
DS Rock Step/Break(f) Step Rock Step(xb)/Flange Step(os) Rock
L R L / R R L R / L L R R
&1 & 2 3 & 4 5 & Step(xb)/Flange Jump out Jump in Chug RS
L / R BOTH BOTH L LR 6 7 & 8 &9

**Huh**
Throw both hands into the air like "who cares" (**This is the ending to 3 steps below!**)